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The Florida Keys, U.S.A.

--Inside And Outside The Park

The Florida Keys. America's own tropical reefs. badly abused from boat
anchors. inconsiderate divers and collectors. boat garbage. toxic waste and who

knows what else. Nonetheless. as I write this from my houseboat-cum-office in
Sausalito, I wish I could be so close to warm-water, coral-reef diving. What
great fortune to have the option to £22 reef diving any weekend of the yearl

But fly to the Keys for a full-fledged dive vacation? I wouldn't do it

(again) and I don't recommend that you do -- unless you have very special needs.
You see. for $200 airfare from Miami you can reach Grand Cayman -- or any number
of Bahama islands -- in little more than an hour, where the diving is better and

the prices are about the same. Head to the Keys only if you want to live out of
your camper ... if you're visiting Miami
and have only f day RE two to spare ...
if your mother--in-law loans you her condo 249409*99%432244%
for 8 week ... if you're on spring b reak ImbE?UNDEROUr

with a carload of divers ... if you have
Ill- -1

a writing assignment.

id

Which is why our correspondent

traveled to the Keys -- to cover that 125
mile stretch and, if you've never been

there. to give you a diving sampler so ,M'filegivil"1911:12:1:Imillilinilil:lil'lli:
you know just what to expect. Here is ../.Ill./.1/Y
her springtime report: .

C.C., travel editor 

One can dive the Keys year round.

tihotla;:nantt:i.·jtt::f'Cass: Y:n 
be choppy and chilly -- down to 700 --
and the wind can blow the boats back into

port. In between. it's one or another, or a combination thereof. You can write

ahead to make reservations, or sit in your motel room and call around. With more
than 50 operations running boat dives in the Keys. even in the toughest tourist

3 season you can surely find someone in a 20 mile stretch of road with an extra

spot on their boat for tomorrow's dive.
.

*4' But for the expepienced diver, calling ahead is the only way to guarantee
that your dives will hAe than pedestrian. Yoll see, there are essentiallyI--h
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two types of boats operating in the Keys. Most tourists get stuck En the
proverbial cattle boats which may hold anywhere from f dozen to four dozen
divers. They get sucked in by advertisements like Captain Slate's: "be spoiled
on one of our three 40 ' custom dive boats , : , r w 4 , 1
and by our gracious crew."

fiff*p,kt44*f444.yi4444he Ke¥kkill %3.
A serious diver shouldn't buy into *ffitdi{*6>444601ir&44£)le,40:calledsupadl.f

that. because half the divers on these
boats are just getting certified or. at jfA#*if#i**i{f¢44****¢3«*p¢ff®#e:,

best, taking their third ocean dive. And ffif446Ut +0id**40{¢{¢#6&:c5th#Etyou know what kind of dive sites that 9.20*¢SUP¢$**** 2 f¢08#1*1:.; 4 - .: f
will mean. To get what you wants you . : 9*4**of*44**i:18*10<10'2911%0*8*Pil"t,3
need to nail down the so-called six packs Of.bee#fihiff :AA*444hi*Flit#9,0:10"th¢44,which take only six divers. Diving will flfd05/4*1
cost you a few bucks more, but you may be 41#9104rtNliqa-*3059*.44&aq7*:6<,f:r*.:3.9::1124
just as spoiled by a "gracious crew" and iffifwak+4*2°**tilked€%*ek*#* inivarif
won' t have to put up with novice divers .Lise*0524#E5 Jlfh add .B'.fo,K9.:40»4**I
and novice sites. ( See the accompanying 14$42#eskfattihk *Uf .86#<3®t&6*4#85)424.4
sidebar for a listing of a few of the t3*414#0*4*44*2*546*9*f*t:.' h
better big boats and six packs, as 4414¢®P#ie»*«*4*****1»*9**'
selected from the experience of 9¢**i*th¢****«4*»44443
Undercurrent correspondents and readers ffi4*4*ki*te,°*6Atif04*ii,ti*€*44**444it>
who have dived the Keys.) *402* «..Lf'<96.24*ff,flf.% 5 i/442%152'4:#3&54€4*i4%1.4-t >1. tt 3 ..itifittiftf.ft(j::t:::::.**4".:'.:::.::32 .::i

149>*494*4*ftpgh*k#mm.>+»-»e
ft»lantkffPirik¢44¢*A#**(44©94¢14

On this latest trip, I began about 9940*USitik#****ri44*44i
mid-Keys. stopping at the Motel Tropic 800/63+
Vista. adjacent to the Tavernier Dive
Center, at mile marker 90.5. (Mile 4304*142®ji.04*0¥**t**0144#30

:<9305445-1131,ffiff·*t€44%994'.4141%90)iff<
markers tell you how far you are from Key 2. 49 y .  p   Q : , 0.4»9 3 ,<. X J,c-D rv,X
West and are the easiest way to find a ..,> vfW#mkt#**14*4*+9<Dike«44#*f'.

<864#*324¥*i»1***i€611«j1*4place when you're driving). "How 'bout a br .Dive i<¢449.247***©»*464*4141.:
dive tomorrow." I asked . "Nobody 's goin ' ivt'p ©» «c: . 23« .'e ...444.46,> ex :0 .:  c, _ *iLady«ydrf,4....7.3101*...f#544*»fi .
out." said the proprietor. "The wind s

63»7»05766«*71»*f««.9*94*9146,.. ,::,f.l*WAprl««>9been blowing for the past week." And so ' 31><Mardth*KidA¢h*j,tk*met#¢*****ifi'%1>Ikty
his captain was out of town. he added. 4»93 §142*0®5¢9*4*13**4*44

4{*4/*B441*40$ kj*j*****¢*494*Yet:
If I were £1 82 isolated dive 3,0-291.al,..wl**W.>¥1.mm':.N€

resort, panic would strike. What? No 994*»f:..%***'.i.S.£4'./.:.ul.=.S:-4,+.»*V;#..-'4/ 0 f: :t:' :> ,•i:/ (9·94'py"lk <- , '¢1.# 5 979,9 + »44:.8.

-     tb:44*Ae*h40>fol4,«40**>tit*oqoiti<Jboat? In the Keys. I just got on the *.'*WB W.OM*'M#'»9„w.'+:4,;%«/€»Fi«4»y'12 '40 %: D,

horn firstihing nex£ morning and found «49»4»34«<1«Jtah»»btoM»»0»11» F
that Buddy' s Dive Shop, at MM 79·1· had space on an all day "safari" or a half
day wreck dive. which I took. It would be on the Eagle, a 287 foot vessel which
I had dived after it was sunk by a group of dive operators. The wreck was clean,
with only a pair of grey angels and a school of circling bait fish. What would
two years bring?

In the first place. I learned. more bottom time. On my last trip. I was
given 18 minutes by the crew of Lady Cyana. regardless of the depth I reached.

Copylight 1987 by Akom, Inc., Ateom Publishing, 23 13 Broadway, New York, NY
10024, All rights werved. Undercurrent (ISSN: 0 192487 i}is publishedmonthly by
Atcom. 1nc. Comes of this guide are not available on newstands. but are furnished
dircelly to the diving public by mail subscriptions only. To mat,lain its in-
dependence Undercurrem carries no advertising. Permission to photocopy articles
herein is granted by Atcom Publishers, inc. to libraries and other users registered
wilh the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) for internaland personal use only at the
base fee of $10 per artick plus $ 1 per·page paid directly to CCC, 21 Congress Street.
Salem, MA 01970. Serial Fee Code: 0871/87$10+ $1. Other copy,ng by any

electronic or mechanical means, including information storage and data retrieval

systems, withour the expressed WIilten permission of the publisher are strictly for-
bidden. News med:a may use no more than one quarter page of material per ks,ue,
provided thal Undercuirem is credited. POSTMASTER: Send address change w,th
old label to Unitimrrent Newsletter, 2313 Broadway, New York. NY ]0024. Se

cond Class Postage paid at New York. N.Y.
If you wish to receive the accurate. inside information Unde,rurrent offers, please

send your check for $36 (U.S. funds) to Undercurrent Atcom Publishing, 2315
Broadway, New York, NY 100944397. and get a valuable free gift.
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Dolphins Plus Key Large
A Guaranteed Swim MVith The Dolphins

Too often I've been on dive boats when the cap-
tain tells me that last week he stopped his craft so
that his customers could frolic with dolphins. That
never happens to me. So, I was delighted when I
learned of Dolphins Plus in Key Largo, Florida,
where a number of dolphins live in the channel
between the Atlantic and Pacific and frolic

regularly with us humans.
Dolphins Plus conducts research on the interac-

tions between marine mammals and people and
for $25 one may spend ninety minutes as a
research subject, which includes hearing a
presnorkel lecture, swimming with dolphins, and
completing a postswim questionnaire about stress
and apprehension -- yours, not the dolphins'. You
will hear about how dolphins react to humans,
how humans react to them and how to get their at-
tention. After you enter the water the dolphins
will size you up and decide whether to play with
you or someone else. If they sense fear, hostility or
aggression, you'll get the cold shoulder. But, if
you're relaxed enough to meet the dolphins on
their terms, you will have an experience you'll not
forget. That goes double for women, for some
dolphins are as romantic as Valentino.

After your introduction, the dolphins are asked
to give you a ride. They prefer the lightest person
first, then females. While I waited, a thirteen-
year-old boy got the first ride. When it was my
turn, a dolphin swam up and offered his dorsal
fin. I grabbed hold, another appeared to share the
load, and I got a great ride.

The last thirty minutes the dolphins are free to
cavort with whomever they choose. One seemed to
get sadistic pleasure by appearing just in front of
my face mask, mouth agape with 88 teeth pro-
minently displayed. When he got the expected
reaction -- fiailing, screaming and heart palpita-
tions -- he raced off guffawing. I was told that no
person has ever been bitten or intentionally hurt
by any of the dolphins. In fact, one or another

took my arm in his mouth and held it gently
without leaving a mark, almost as if testing my

trust. Apparently, I passed the teSt for more

dolphins came to play. When I fired my camera

and strobe, they paid their greatest attention,

criss-crossing in front of me and stopping to pose.
They brought small rings on their noses and open-
ed their jaws for the camera, seeming to know ex-

actly what I wanted. Even in the 5 foot plus
visibility, the creatures were so cooperative I got

great closeups.

Curiously, these Atlantic Bottlenose dolphins
aren't captive. Living in a channel open to the

oceans they can leave whenever they wish. But

they choose to stay where they're fed, sheltered
and visited every day. Owner Lloyd Borguss does
not teach them tricks, feeds them whether or not

they give rides and lets them follow their own

ideas about interaction. A dolphins-only area is
set aside so any dolphin can leave the swimmers

any time they want a little privacy from humans.
Researchers from the Florida International Uni-

versity, and the Caribbean Center for Interdis-

ciplinary Research, are conducting this inter-

species study. They're also studying the response
of autistic children to the dolphins, who seem to
be able to relate to these water-bound mammals

when they have been unable to form a bond with

other humans.

Learning for a diver can be dramatic as well.
When I first saw that ten-foot long, 500-pound

silver-grey animal swim by, its dorsal fin resembl-
ing Jaws, my blood was replaced by adrenaline. It

took a minute or two before you calm down, and

then it became an experience to stay with me
forever. My appreciation for the intelligence and
sensitivity of these critters -- indeed, all critters

- has reached renewed heights.

To join the fun, mask, snorkel and fins are alt

that is required. They can be rented or you can use
your own. Children, twelve and over, are allowed
in the water if accompanied by a parent or guar-

dian. Some divers are allowed and they are
segregated from the snorklers. Wet suits interfere
with the dolphins' sonar and aren't allowed. Ad-
vance reservations -- perhaps by several weeks
--are essential.

For more information contact: Dolphins Plus,
Marine Mammal Center, P.O. Box 2728, K

Large, FL 33037; 305/451-1993.

but after Buddy's crew briefed us about the wreck and cautioned us against deep

penetration. my buddy and I were left to plan our own profile. with which my Deco

Brain helped immensely. The Eagle is. slow lE fulfill its promise. A thin layer
of growth has appeared on the superstructure, a few small schools of jacks circle
in midwater and the angels have remained. Perhaps the lousy visibility. which
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ran down to 25 feet thanks to the winds. chased the fish away. I doubt it. but

even the fishermen were complaining.

We moved to Bean's Reef. a low profile reef maxing out at 60 feet. Fish
life was limited. but a large green moray poked its head from beneath a ledge and
I had a thrill pursuing a six-foot nurse shark, which wanted little to do with us
divers.

With my diving appetite only whetted. I rushed that afternoon to nearby
Treasure Divers (MM 85.5). Divemaster

my tanks on board the 26-foot Enterprise 99°2tgitli:ElWiSi#ti#25$4#;44.;421%63ZifiliZiribit'EX#
Harry Schaefer was very helpful. loading ak#b.**¥*I
while I grabbed a cheeseburger next door. .*. 0-02 Bi¢*4-9" 124&=tiOn board, Harry introduced everyone - a tiz:*un:e. ....:.bm M=m>'0134+441.4- . -t·tt

couple of regulars as well as a couple of 2Jt°J?*9M
newly certified divers -- to everyone
else, quickly establishing that his fj**f*f*%**ffitc3 > »49 9»34*42
cruise would be amicable and friendly --

an advantage of a six pack cruise. even
if a tad crowded.

992/411%*fiftil/311ifq/199'/9/111/1/19"9899191"Mile'trge<#W,grw.

& a'¥2 . # ,U,L

90-feet. Although the visibility was
low, the reef's high profile coated with 1.&008. 94¥ tait.;NE,B;**4 I

for a pleasant tour. Harry asked for

of his regulars quickly called for t. 47493*1,4/429 R ? It# .: A<L"#4#
 **- 1-t<,- -af f<144°461440Pleasant Surprise. It turned out to be 1 9..p+12*Ar<4444*rw.d.'*1*0HAA.ph.ad:.f>

just that. Before we jumped in. he 163214«*ii+64qv
reviewed the tables for the new divers.
then turned to me and said we could

wander as far and stay as long as we

reef and its abundant tropicals were as .,1/..:1.9/ -
good as any I've seen in the Keys --nothing like Bonaire, but enough to keep fer'%<A:11:fre,9170('illiniff/*fililibaa,ihia*ta2/64&&144'#p°**y< CQ  &,A .

me satisfied for an hour.

Next day I mosied down to Key West. F<fittl*21-ti
to the most southern and western tip of %*9%110#%51**Imt *.03

the Keys. Once a picturesque outpost for 0.dva.h.,45*.1,'A.14.
fishermen and millionaires. today it's ti@%32&2 4%92

loaded with too many T-shirt shops and  111=te
tourists looking to shake hands with Mel
Fisher. A walk through the side streets will still give clue to what attracted
Ernest Hemingway and Harry Truman in days past. Key West locals claim to have
fine reefs, but if you're a tourist divers well ... good luck. Since

Undercurrent gets complaints about Reef Raiders. I decided to check it out. first
hand, calling to reserve two spots on the morning dive boat; after I boarded the
boat I learned that a third of the passengers were on their first checkout dive.
After a cursory glance at my logbook. I was herded with the others on the bow of
the Key West Diver, and in the rain we were quizzed and lectured in a sophomoric
fashion, insulting to anyone but a tyro. Underwater at Sambo's reef. stands of
elkhorn were abundant and there were several large heads of brain coral. but much
other coral was broken RE dead and sea fans were ripped lia shreds as if this were
an underwater war zone attached kz ... well ... reef raiders. At two separate
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sites, the coral was covered with fire coral. And. if spiny urchins were once on

the brink of disappearing. one would never guess it from here. "On better days."
the Captain told me. "the reef is beautiful." Those better days are long past.

One can generally find a dive any night of the week. and I took mine with
Tilden's Professional Diving at MM 49.5. They needed three paying passengers
aboard their 28 foot Native Son for a night dive on Sombrero Reef. The third
didn't show. so my buddy and I split the price. In 25 feet. the finger reef.
with mammoth brain coral. was crawling with bugs; although small ones. and plenty
of other life. It was a good dive. with a good crew.

Virtually any diver who comes to the Keys seeks out the marine sanctuary of
pennekamp Coral Reef State Park. Here's a chance to see what the reefs of the
Keys once were. Captain Corky's Divers World had a spot on the Free Time,
heading to Molasses Reef. Tying up to one of the numerous dive boat moorings.
the captain warned us not to take anything from the bottom. living or dead,
except lobster. The crew from the marine patrol boat over yonder. he noted. had
been handing out $50 tickets to anyone even touching the coral. For your sons
and daughters. that's what the future has in store.

Indeed. there is a difference between in park and out of park diving. I saw
nothing I hadn't seen before. but there's far more of it -- more hard coral. more
soft coral. more fish -- and a hell of a lot more divers. It's quite pretty,
similar to the shallow reefs of the Bahamas or the Virgin Islands. Outside
Pennekamp. spear fishers have taught the fish 12 run and hide from humans; inside
the park I could get close enough to photograph, say. princess parrotfish. which
kept great distances elsewhere. A couple of ornately scrawled filefish hung
around the anchor line and several large midnight parrotfish sauntered by. There
were schools of grunts, damsels, tangs, and a few angelfish and cowfish. And
it's always exciting to dive among squadrons of leg-sized barracuda that hang
about here. floating back and forth in the ever so gentle current. Almost all the
diving is in water four-feet or less. but, a couple of days here. for the first
time ocean diver. the photographer or the easy diver can be quite rewarding.
Once it all begins to look the same to you -- and. in a few days it will --
venture down for a dive on the Eagle or simply call a couple of six packs and see
where they're headed.

Yes, I do admit enjoying some of Keys' diving. and if I lived there no doubt
I would staunchly defend it against reviewers such as myself. I've got a good
friend who lives on Long Key and, when he sees what I've written. will call to
tell me what a lunkhead I am and that he just got back from a dive after work.
What did I do. he will ask. sit in my apartment and fantasize? I'll take his
jibe. then remind him that it was only a month ago that he flew to Cayman for a
three day weekend and, as I recall. a couple of months before that he flew to the
Bahamas for three days. I think he'll get the point.

Divers Compass: To figure out where to stay in the Keys. first call the
dive shop to discuss diving,. then ask for a recommendation for a hotel.
describing your standards; they'll have plenty of recommendations ... Hertz. Avis
and others have one-week car rental rates beginning at less than $100 at the
Miami airport; if you rent a car for less than a week. you'll end up with a daily
rate that might be as much as $30 ... Be sure to carry a C-card. and although log
books are "required" my buddy had none and was never refused a dive ... For free
information about accommodations. etc., call 1-800-FLA-KEYS.

Undercurrent editors welcome comments, suggestions, resort/travel reports
and manuscripts from readers Of Undercurrent.

Editorial offices: P.O. Box 1658, Sausalito. CA 94965.
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The Harvard Report, Part IV

--Recommendations For Business As Usual

In the past three issues we have been carrying the
so-called Harvard Report, a report on the scuba in-
dustry prepared by graduate students at the Harvard
Business School. Although the report was prepared
for the Diving Equipment Manufacturers, it refused

to distribute it after reviewing the contents. Under-
current believes it should get wide circulation. Here is
the fourth in the series.

*****

Business as Usual

The scuba diving industry possesses many of the
classic characteristics of a maturing industry:

•The real rate of growth over the last six years is

estimated at 0 percent.

•The industry lacks the new products and tech-
nological developments to attract new customers and

fuel industry growth. Although dive computers and
digital displays on gauges have been introduced,
none is substantial enough to generate significant

market growth. There is increased reliance on minor
design changes and most products are in the later
stages of the product life cycle and are becoming

commodity products.
•U.S. manufacturers have looked to foreign

markets, while growth in the U.S. has slowed as
foreign competitors have entered the market.

•Although the industry was once dominated by

three major players who could shape industry events,
(Dacor, Scubapro and U.S. Divers) these companies'

importance has eroded. Fragmented industries have
many competitors who have a generally weak
bargaining position with suppliers and buyers.

Marginal profitability can result.
Although in a mature industry one might expect

consolidation, quite the opposite is taking place. A
proliferation of foreign manufacturers compounds

the fragmentation. The market share of U.S. manu-
facturers, especially in rubber goods, has eroded,
leading to overcapacity of U.S. manufacturers, in-
creased "cherry picking" of products by retailers and
dramatic price discounting by retailers.

So far the competition has been limited to rubber
goods. A key question is whether the foreign manu-
facturers will be able to penetrate the market for hard

goods in the U.S.

Predictions for "Business As Usual" Scenario

In the business as usual scenario, we believe that

the U.S. manufacturers willlose a significant market

share to foreign competitors over the next several
years.

The most vulernable area is rubber goods. Al-
though there are design innovations each year which
distinguish certain masks, snorkets and fins, these
designs are usually copied within twelve months.

Brand-name manufacturers are losing share to lower
priced foreign unbranded products.

We believe that the foreign competitors will make

significant inroads in the life support equipment
business within five years if the U.S. manufacturers

do not act to protect their business. Regulators,
gauges and BCs involve machine tooling, plastic in-
jection, assembly, sewing and testing. All of these

processes can be readily undertaken by the Japanese
and Taiwanese, and probably at a lower cost.

We believe that the quality of foreign products will
be high, so given the poor financial condition of
many retailers, it is not unreasonable to assume that

they would purchase foreign hard goods if it would
benefit their bottom line. Foreign manufacturers will
have to provide comparable product literature, repair
seminars, advertising, warranties, return policies and
insurance.

"We believe that the foreign competitors will make
significant inroads in the life support equipment
business within five years if the U.S. manufacturers

do not act to protect their business."

Retailers' loyalty to U.S. manufacturers will con-
tinue to erode as they search for better gross margin
and import quality improves. Since most foreign
firms insist on cash on delivery, if a retailer goes out
of business the U.S. manufacturers will suffer if they
have extended credit to the bankrupt business.

Obsolete inventory may become more of a prob-

lem. Last year's purple fins will not match this year's
new color. Manufacturers will have to rely more than

ever on cheaper foreign sources while retaining the
nexibility to respond to market changes.

Some companies will retail an inaccurate or out-
dated perception of their competitive strengths and

weaknesses, relying on a strategy that was appropri-
ate during the growth stage o f the industry, but is no

longer viable.

An example of this may come from firms that
found it appropriate to have a full product line when

the market was growing when it was important to

gain market share at the expense of profit. But, in a
low-growth market, the same strategy can erode com-

1
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pany profitability and yield market share to more
focused competitors. Those companies trying to be
all things to all customers will be unable to match the
quality or the value of focused competitors.

Eventually the weakest U.S. diving equipment
manufacturers will not remain in business. To sur-

vive they must: develop strategic focus; develop

sources for low-cost products and parts; respond
quickly to market changes; differentiate their prod-
ucts through technology or design and build retailer
loyalty through service and support.

By taking action now, U.S. manufacturers can
retard the progress of foreign competition, maintain
their market presence and possibly increase the size
of the diving equipment market.

Survival:

Before the U.S. industry can grow, it must survive.

U.S. manufacturers must protect their positions

before promoting growth. Otherwise, DEMA and
the industry members may find themselves pro-

moting growth to the benefit of foreign competition.
Although our survival recommendations are

general, each company must individually evaluate its
strengths and weaknesses to design a strategy for sur-
vival. The companies that will be most successful will

pursue one of three clearly defined strategies and not
straddle over all the others.

Premium Service.· In this strategy a manufacturer

distinguishes itself by manufacturing quality prod-

ucts and providing outstanding service and support
to its retailers. This depends on creating a strong

company image backed by superior sales efforts.

Specialty Products: The manufacturer is an in-

novator and entrepreneur. The company distinguishes
itself by providing products which are at the cutting
edge of technology or design.

Low Cost.· In this strategy the manufacturer

becomes a low-cost manufacturer in focused product
markets, primarily commodity products. Currently
the foreign manufacturers have the cost advantage.
U.S. companies which pursue this strategy would

probably resemble trading companies.

Recommendations for Premium Service

Manufacturers

The goal is to achieve geographic exclusivity with a
strong group of retailers. By granting exclusivity to a
retailer, a company with quality products and good
advertising should create loyal retailers who will

carry fewer lines of equipment and will be less likely
to discount since the store will be the only one in the

area carrying the brand. The retailer should be able

to maintain a better gross margin and, in return,
spend more money on growth and recruiting new
students. As the business grows, the manufacturer
will benefit from more volume and profit. The great-

est risk of this strategy is that high fixed-cost
marketing systems are necessary. As a result, this

strategy is dependent upon achieving high margins
and adequate volume.

Carefully executed equipment testing should be
emphasized to the retailer and consumer. Research
and development teams should strive to increase the

safety of life support equipment and attempt to
establish patents wherever possible. High product

quality is a key element of success.

If a company sells its products to discount mail
order houses, it cannot expect retailer loyalty in re-
turn. The retailer will be focused to cut prices, will

have little money to recruit new students and business

will suffer. If a manufacturer seeks short-term gains

in volume through mail order, he may be decreasing
his long-term returns.

Older divers may have brand loyalty, but new
divers seldom have preconceived ideas about what

they want. If the real infiuencing factor is the dive
store owner or instructor, the manufacturer should

best benefit from concentrating on satisfying the
retailers.

"By granting exclusivity to a retailer, a company

with quality products and good advertising should

create loyal retailers who will carry fewer lines of

equipment and will be less likely to discount since the

store witl be the only one in the area carrying the
brand."

Prompt delivery, availability of spare parts, pro-

fessional return policies and insurance are all ex-
amples of standard services a company should pro-
vide to the retailer and consumer.

Recommendations for Specialty Product

Mamdacturers

A competitor who follows this strategy must have

superior research and development staffs which work
closely with manufacturing in order to perfect new
products at the lowest cost possible. They must be
able to react quickly to trends in the market and use
advertising to create demand for its products.
Patents are critical to the success of this strategy,

along with using manufacturing processes that are

not easily duplicable. And, testing to prove perfor-
mance specifications is key to helping the sales of a
product.

A company that concentrates its resources on a few
products should manufacture products which out-
perform those products by a full line manufacturer.

Superior products backed by advertising should
create demand among divers. Consequently, retailers
will be receptive to carrying these products. Although
volume may not be significant, the profit margin
earned on these products should be high. Consumers
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are generally willing to pay a premium price for a tru-
ly premium product.

Recommendations for the Low-Cost Producer

To purse this strategy, a company must have the
lowest manufacturing costs. This cost advantage can
be passed on to the retailer and ultimately the con-
sumer. This creates more sales which, in turn, in-

creases the company's production volume.
The low-cost manufacturer should provide the ab-

solute minimum amount of service to retailers in

order to contain overhead. This company is in-

terested in as broad a distribution as possible and for
as little expense as possible. A natural channel of
distribution for the low-cost producer is mail order.

Predictions for "Survival" Recommendations

If these recommendations are followed, we believe
that the U.S. manufacturers will be able to defend

their share of the life support equipment market, but

will lose the rubber goods to more efficient foreign

producers. Short-term profits and cash flow will be

moderate and there will be low to negative growth in

revenues, depending on the company's current mix
of hard and soft goods.

The manufacturers who design and implement in-
ternally consistent strategies will survive. Those who

do not follow a focused strategy will eventually lose

share and profits.
These recommendations for survival should help

the U.S. manufacturers focus on the problems in the

industry and give them ideas for designing and im-
plementing strategic plans. The outcome of following
these recommendations should be a more stable and

cohesive industry which can fight to retail both the
U.S. manufacturer's market share and profitability
and the retailer's margins. Profits and cash flow
should be strong for the best U.S. competitors.

(Next issue: How the industry can grow.)

Whither The Purge Valve Mask?

A decade ago, it seemed like half the masks hang-

ing in dive shops had purge valves. Today, some dive

shops don't carry a single mask with a purge valve.
What? You began diving last year and don't know

what a purge valve is? Well, it's a circular piece of
flexible material fitted in the nose of the mask which

allows water to be blown out when one exhales.

Otherwise it remains seated.

Purge valve masks are disappearing, because, the

manufacturers tell us, divers no longer desire them.

Vern Peterson, Dacor production manager, says

that "masks with purge valves account for less than
1000 of our sales." John Hayes, sales manager at

Oceanic, says, "we don't get more than four or five

requests for purge valve masks in a year." Nick Icorn
of Ocean Dynamics says that "no manufacturer is

carrying a new purge valve mask. All the designs are
at least five years old and most are older than that."
And, Tekna has never offered a mask with a purge
valve.

There are really two reasons for the disappearance
of the purge valve mask: a changing market and
problems with the valve itself.

A decade ago, scuba masks were much larger. Low
volume masks were used almost exclusively for free

diving where they were functional. Today, the low
volume mask dominates the market. These smaller,

lighter masks don't have enough room for a properly

working purge valve.

But, to Sal Zamities, owner of the Bamboo Reef in

San Francisco, "it isn't a question of high or low

--The Case For Resurrection

volume, it is reducing the things that can go wrong.
Only two things can go wrong with a mask. The strap

can break or the purge valve can fail. If you get rid of

the valve, then only one thing can go wrong."

Although one might assume that if instructors
taught about purge valve masks a lot more new divers

might buy them; in most cases instruction begins

after a diver buys a mask. Most divers-to-be are told
to come to class the first night with their fins, masks

and snorkel in hand. So, what they purchase is pretty

much left up to what the dive shop owner himself
likes and decides to stock. At the Bamboo Reef and

hundreds of other stores, the purge valve mask gets

U.S. DIVER'S PURGE VALVE MASK

little play among new divers.
Shall we now celebrate the demise of the purge

valve?

1
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At least one expert doesn't believe so. He is Al

Pierce, the author of Scuba L(fe Saving, who has, for
as long as we can remember, been a major proponent

for safe diving. Pierce has had a number of in-
novative ideas for safe diving, and now he wants to
keep the purge valve as an available option for

divers. Here are his arguments.

*****

Divers should be at home in the water. One of the

main ways to be at ease is to have formed the habit of

always exhaling some air through your nose. This
keeps water from entering while swimming.

With a purge valve mask, you can easily continue
this habit during scuba diving and snorkeling. Con-
stant nose exhalations will keep your mask clear all

the time so no extra effort is required.

Few new masks today have purge valves and those
that do have small valves that just don't work as well

as the larger valves of a decade ago; they take too
long to clear. Perhaps this is why purge valves are not

popular. Those who have tried the new masks are not
satisfied because they don't clear as easily as they
should.

Easy Cleaning

The larger the purge valve, the easier it is to clear.
It won't be necessary to hold the mask to your face,
and it will clear much quicker.

To clear through a large purge valve, all you need
to do is look down and exhale through your nose.
Since divers normally are looking down, even this
step is eliminated.

Clearing a mask without a purge valve is much
more difficult. You have to look up, and in doing so
(if you haven't formed the nose exhaling habit), you
are liable to experience the uncomfortable feeling of
water entering your nose (or worse, suffer a laryngeal
spasm).

You also have to press the top of the mask with
your hand during the purging process. If you use too
much or too little pressure, or press in the wrong spot
or if you don't tilt your head back far enough,
the water will not be eliminated. If both hands are oc-

cupied with other tasks, clearing a purgeless mask
becomes a logistic problem.

Although some masks can still be cleared by turn-

ing the head to the side, that type is fast disappear-
ing. Most masks now have double flanges to make a

better seal. This effectively makes it almost impossi-
ble to clear by turning to the side.

The elimination of the purge valve is a trend
counter to the emphasis nowadays to do everything
possible to make diving easy for the beginner -- one

of the most difficult tasks of beginner divers is the
clearing of a flooded purgeless mask.

A mask without a purge valve can hinder the
rescue of a diver since you need both hands to aid a
diver in trouble. If there is any one time that a mask
is likely to leak, it is when it is bumped by a strug-
gling victim. Releasing a panicky victim and using

one hand to clear your leaky mask during a rescue
can be risky. Using a purge valve, you can clear your
mask easily while continuing to hold the victim
securely with both hands.

One of the main objections I have heard against
purge valve masks is that they may leak. I have been
diving and snorkeling for over twenty-five years and
have had only two purge valve failures. In one, a part
of the valve flange pushed through its guard and
caused a leak. I was able to fix it easily by poking the
flange back through the guard with a stick, and con-
tinue diving.

On another occasion, the entire valve assembly of

my mask came off as I tumbled into the water. But, 1
continued diving, keeping my face aimed down, in-
haling from scuba easily. (As all divers should, I have
formed a strongly ingrained habit of never inhaling
through the nose when on the ground or in the
water.) Once exhaling through my nose was
facilitated, there was no resistance whatsoever.

If your purge valve leaks during a dive, remain
calm. Just exhale through your nose and keep your
face aimed so that the valve opening is at the bottom
of your mask. For comfort, block the opening as you
inhale. Then make a normal ascent. You probably
will be able to fix it easily while on top. More likely, a
part of the valve flange has protruded through the
housing. A gentle nudge with a pencil or pen will re-
seal it properly.

Another objection to purge valve masks that I have
heard is that with many models the nose cannot be
pinched while clearing the ears. It is not necessary to
pinch the nose. All you have to do is cover the valve
assembly with your palm and press the mask against
your face. This effectively blocks nose exhalation, so
clearing your ears is easy.

Can Technology Respond?

With today's technology, some companies cannot

produce a near-perfect purge valve mask with the

latest double seal flanges. I have no doubt that when
younger divers see how easy a large valve is to clear,

they will buy purge valve masks eagerly. Divers
shouldn't have to drop what they are holding and go
through contortions to get rid of a little water.

Certification agencies should consider omitting the
requirement that all divers learn how to clear a
purgeless mask. Beginning divers will find it much

easier to clear purge valve masks. We have made div-
ing a lot easier in many other ways. Why not
eliminate one of the main roadblocks that frustrates
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so many beginners -- clearing a purgeless mask? That
skill can be reserved for advanced divers or those

who choose to learn it.

Before a student purchases a mask, he ought to be
instructed in class about the pros and cons of the
purge valve mask and allowed to try rental masks. He
ought to have the choice of choosing one over the
other.

And if you have never used a purge valve mask you
ought to try one -- with the largest valve you can find.
Then see how easy it is to exhale through your nose

and keep your mask free of water the no-hands way!
Having to use one and sometimes two hands to

clear a mask is an anachronism in modern scuba div-

ing. Clearing a mask ought to be simple and easy
-- which is precisely what a large purge valve permits.
The resurgence of the purge valve mask will not only
enhance safe diving, but also will keep many begin-
ners in the sport who would otherwise drop out. Will
not one manufacturer or one training agency exercise
alittle leadership and bring the purge valve mask into

the 1980s?

Taking The Risk Of Decompression Sickness
--Do Sport Divers Do It Better?

Decompression techniques for sport divers are
based on theories which may not be valid. In fact,
these theories differ throughout the world, and are
often as mythical as they are factual. Indeed, the true
incidences of DCS in sport divers may never be
known. Yet for diving to be safe, decompression
sickness (DCS) or bends must be prevented.

Introduction

In the United States, there are more sport divers
than all others (i.e., commercial, military, scientific)
combined. Sport divers are a more heterogeneous
group than most other categories, with highly vari-
able levels of training, experience, expertise, physical
characteristics and medical conditions, as well as
highly variable diving habits, patterns and methods.
Some combinations of these variables may result in

certain sport divers being at greater risk than others
for developing DCS.

Despite these observations, available data suggests
that for sport divers in general, the incidence of DCS
is no greater than, or may even be substantially less
than, that experienced by U.S. Navy divers operating
in the same depth range.

Estimates of Sport Divers Statistics:

The number of new divers certified each year is
between 150,000 and 300,000. The National Under-
water Accident Data Center (NUADC) states that be-
tween 1960 and 1982, the major U.S. certification
agencies trained a total of 5.25 million divers.

They also estimate that 46.7% to 49.5% of all
divers trained since 1960 dive three (is three times per
year equal to three dives per years?) or more times
per year -- giving an active population of 2.45 to 2.6
million sport divers, making between 7.35 million
and 23.4 million dives per year.

Another source of information used to estimate

the number of sport dives comes from Skin Diver
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Magazine's 1983 statistics derived from question-

naires sent to a sample of 2,000 of the 159,000 paid
subscribers. These divers reported they had been div-

ing an average of 4.7 years, that they dived 15 days a
year, and made 2.1 dives per day, for an average of
31 + dives per year.

If one were to extrapolate from the 2,000 sample to
the full 159,000 Skin Diver subscriber list, then the
survey would indicate that there are at least 103,445
active divers in the U.S. (compared to NUADC's
estimated 2.45 to 2.60 million). Of course, the un-
known is what percentage of all active divers sub-

'45*7:
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scribe to SDM.

From those who responded to the survey, 47% had
traveled outside of the U.S. to dive at least once in
the previous year; 8.7% (or 4,391) of them had
traveled at least once to Bonaire. This would give an
average weekly number of divers visiting Bonaire of
84.4, which agrees fairly well with information I
know about the four Bonaire dive operations in 1983.
Obviously, this is by no means a rigorous verification
and may be off by a factor of as much as two.

Using the SDM figures to obtain a total number of
sport dives made per year (15 dive days, with 2.1
tanks per day) we get 3,258,517 dives made annually.
Using the SDM and NUADC data. We have a range
of 3.3 and 23.4 million sport dives performed in a
single year. Somewhere in this range exists a real
value.

Cases OJ Decompression Sickness in Sport Divers:

Between 1979 and 1983, an average of 387 cases of
DCS per year were treated in the hyperbaric cham-
bers in the U.S. and Canada. There was no indication

as to whether the divers were commercial or sport
divers, so if we were to assume that only half the
cases were commercial divers, that would leave 775
sport diver cases. We might equally assume that only
10% of the cases were treated. That would mean

3870 DCS cases in the U.S.

Incidence of DCS in the U.S. Navy and Sport Diver
Estimates

There are two DCS incidence rates available from

U.S. Navy data. In 1971 17,266 Navy scuba dives
were made, and their were six "accidents". Let's
assume that all six were DCS, leaving an incidence of
0.035%. Applying this to the estimated number o f
sport dives made per year, we could expect between
1155 and 8190 cases of DCS in sport divers yearly. If
these numbers are true, then, with a maximum num-
ber of treated cases being only 387, the range of
unreported and untreated cases would be between
67% and 95%.

In another U.S. Navy report covering an eight-year
period, there were 13 cases of DCS out of 930 no-
decompression dives made from 40 to 140 feet -- an
incidence of 1.490. These 930 dives were the "at

risk" dives and were only 7.8% of the total dives
made by the Navy. If sport divers in the depth range
between 40 and 140 feet dive in the same way as U.S.
Navy divers, then 7.80/0 of the dives would be con-
sidered "at-risk", with a 1.4% incidence. That sug-
gests between 3,604 and 25,553 cases of DCS would
occur in sport divers annually. With a maximum
number of 387 treated cases per year, the range of
unreported and untreated cases would be between
89% and 98.5010.

Conclusions

While it might be conceivable that only one-third
of the cases of DCS in sport divers are treated, it is
unbelieveable that the proportion could be as low as
one-tenth. Because the high end of this range is based
on numbers of divers and exposures that may be
grossly underestimated, the alternative conclusion is
that sport diver DCS incidence is lower than that en-
countered in the U.S. Navy.

Another conclusion is that if the incidence is lower,
then fewer sport divers make "at-risk" dives than the
U.S Navy divers. The alternative explanation for a
lower incidence would be that the population is more
resistent, which is absurd.

Sport Divers Do It Better!

This conclusion, while based on shaky data, is
nevertheless believed to be valid considering how
sport divers are trained how to dive.

Certification agencies and conscious instructors
have always stressed the conservative use of the U.S.
Navy tables, including the Navy's own recommenda-
tion to count total bottom time as if it were spent at
maximum depth for establishing decompression re-
quirements and no-decompression limits.

It also includes that almost universal admonish-

ment used in training: "Don't push the limits!"
More recently, more conservative no-decompression
limits have been promulgated and are being taught
and used along with the recommendation that "safe-
ty stops" be used at the end of no-decompression
dives. These may well add to the conclusion that
"sport divers do it better."

The nature of a large percentage of sport divers,
i.e., the way they dive, is also conservative. Spending
a minimal time at maximum depth and more time at
the shallow end in order to insure an adequate air
supply for the dive, particularly practiced among the
less experienced diver, is obviously less risky.

Recent Trends -- What Impact?

Multilevel Diving

This procedure involves using the Navy dive tables
to extend bottom time on no-decompression dives
beyond the single depth limits used in the total bot-
tom time at maximum depth procedures. The con-
cept is not only logical, it is within the mathematical
parameters used to construct the Navy tables. Fur-
thermore, it has been applied for years in commercial
diving and, recently, a method of multilevel use of
the tables was tested and accepted in the U.S. Navy.
Also, a fair number of sport divers have been using
the technique for a number of years.

When used conservatively, the technique may
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carry no greater risk than the maximum depth/total
time approach. It certainly has not been tested in any
specific way, so firm conclusions regarding the safety
of the method cannot be drawn. There are, however,

fairly sound reasons to believe that a gradual step-

wise ascent is safer than an abrupt ascent.

Decompression Devices

If, on single dives to a fixed depth, a diver-carried
electronic decompression device gives the diver a
more conservative limit than the U.S. Navy tables, it

can be assumed to carry less risk of DCS. However,
such devices are really made to provide decompres-

sion status for single dives which vary in depth (i.e.,
multilevel) and for doing such dive repetitively.
Here, the impact of using these devices is unknown.
Using the same mathematics used to calculate the

tables and using more conservative parameters for
limits may allow such devices to be employed with no

greater risk of DCS -- but again, without scientific
testing, we are still dealing with an unknown.

Repetitive Multi-Day Diving

While there are no published limits to the number

of repetitive dives that can be made in a given day or
days, such dive practices may be outside the original
design of the Navy tables. The Navy tables were
never intended to cover the repetitive dives conducted

by many sport divers. The Navy's experience with

their own repetitive tables is extremely limited. As in-

creasing numbers of sport divers travel to resorts or

live aboard boats and make three or more dives per

day over several days, they are far exceeding tests
conducted by the Navy.

Although there is no firm evidence that this type of
diving, when individual dives are conducted conser-

vatively, increases the risk of DCS, there are sus-
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picions. Since there is no hard data either way,
another look at some earlier numbers might prove
useful.

Using the SDM figures for Bonaire and assuming it
might be off by a factor of two, between 55,692 and

111,384 multi-day repetitive dives were, which would
predict between 6.5 and 40.3 treated cases of DCS in

sport divers annually from the population diving at
Bonaire. In the six years that I have visited Bonaire,

even the lower of these two numbers has never reveal-

ed itself.

A Few Final Words on Risk

Nothing can be done without risk. If we want to

dive for sport, we can approach the subject of DCS
in terms of a risk spectrum.

The low end risk level -- .0350/0 -- seems to cover

just about everything we are now doing as sport

divers including multi-day repetitive diving. Whether
it includes the use of multilevel dive procedures or
electronic decompression devices remains to be seen.

If your diving procedures, or the use of multilevel
procedures or devices is equivalent to making dives

the same as or equivalent to what was defined as "at-
risk" dives of the U.S. Navy, then your risk increases
dramatically to 1.4%.

Studies not previously mentioned in this article,
have indicated that dives made precisely to the no-
decompression limits produce an incidence of DCS
of from 5% to 80/0.

Finally, exceeding the Navy limits would obviously
carry an even greater risk. Within this range of risk,
at least to a great degree, the choice is yours!

The author of this article, Bruce Bassett, Ph.D„ is the presidem of
Human Underwater Biology. which tmins physicians and other
professionals in the medicine and physiology of scuba diving.
Undercurrent takes aU responsibility for editorial changes.

There's a new record for cave diving. In February,
Bill Gavin and Bill Main swam 7,685 feet -- nearly a
mile and half -- into a cave system at Manatee
Springs, Florida. Gavin says that "I'm almost never

bored in a cave. You don't get 7,000 feet into a cave
and worry about something back at the office. At
every turn there is the potential of having something

totally new revealed to you. When you're in a cave
that no one has ever been in there's that feeling o f an-

ticipation, wondering what's around the next corner.
You never know. No one has ever seen it before

....I don't ever feel that I'm not coming back. I think

about finishing the dive and going home and having a
beer." Gavin and Main spent the day before the dive

setting tanks at various points along the first 7,000
feet. The day after they entered the cave again to
remove the tanks. The record breaking dive took six
hours.

.
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